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The LHCb experiment 1
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• At one of the four collision points at the LHC at CERN, Switzerland
• Focused on studying heavy flavour decays



The LHCb experiment 2
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The LHCb collaboration currently has 1587 members representing 20 countries across 95 institutes



The ECGD – introduction
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• Two ECGD Officers, two Early Career 
representatives

• Attend Collaboration Board
• Perform surveys
• Advise the management and the members
• ECGD session held four times a year during 

the LHCb week

https://lhcb.web.cern.ch/ECGD_Office/ECGD-intro.html

https://lhcb.web.cern.ch/ECGD_Office/ECGD-intro.html


The ECGD – Early Career Representatives 1
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• Build the Early Career (EC) community
• Communicate with the EC community
• Collaborate with EC colleagues from the other 

three big LHC experiments

• Since December 2020
• Elected by the LHCb early-career community for one year 

automatically extensible for the second year
• Their appointment is ratified by the Collaboration Board



The ECGD – Early Career Representatives 2
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Soft skills workshops

Overview of the past soft-skills workshops (people registered):
• June 2022: What I wish I knew when I was a Ph.D. student/postdoc (254)
• June 2021: Personal statement + research proposal writing (209)
• Mar 2021: Interview skills for academia (472)
• Nov 2020: Science communication (282)
• Jun 2020: CV writing for academia and industry (486)
• Apr 2020: Working from home (343)

A conversation over ice cream. Experts give short talks for a 
general audience with ice creams (and online as of now)
• October 2021: “Machine learning in high energy physics: a 

conversation over ice cream”
• June 2020: “A conversation over ice screens: future detectors for 

particle physics”
• August 2019: “Which flavour do you want your neutrino?”: 

Highlights of the neutrino physics
• July 2018: “A fresh look at the Universe”: Dark matter/energy, 

and multi-messenger astrophysics

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1154668/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1034518/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1007082/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/966250/overview
https://indico.cern.ch/event/914790/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/906623/overview
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1074354/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/914311/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/838486/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/737196/


The ECGD – Early Career Representatives 3
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LHC Career Networking event Mentoring program

• Presentations by LHC alumni
• Round table discussion
• Q&A session with all participants

• Chance to meet CERN alumni
• Many fields are represented (industry, finance, IT, etc.) 
• Next event this November
• Previous events: 2021, 2020, 2019, 2018
• CERN Courier article

• LHC-wide mentoring program
• Matches mentees who are early career researchers with 

more senior scientists working for or at the LHC
• Mentor-mentee pairs usually from different experiments
• 22 mentors and 25 mentees selected for first round, 

now in the second round
• Mentors and mentees sign confidentially agreement
• Program lasts for nine months

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1083877/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/962798/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/843605/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/763368/
https://cerncourier.com/a/harnessing-the-lhc-network/
https://lhc-mentoring.web.cern.ch/


The ECGD – Sessions at the LHCb week 1
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• Always organized together with volunteers from 
the Collaboration

• A session dedicated to a particular topic at the 
LHCb week (4 times per year)

• Senior Collaboration management is attending
• Good participation in general (~50+% of the 

overall participants, 100+ people)



The ECGD – Sessions at the LHCb week 2
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One of the past sessions: “Supporting 
transgender and non-binary colleagues”



The ECGD – monitoring 1. Gender distribution by country
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• The statistics shown here is for binary genders only

• We have recently introduced the non-binary category in the LHCb registration form

Overall

F: 20%

M: 80%

Some countries ( ) have a small number of members 

Eli Ben Haim



The ECGD – monitoring 2. Gender distribution by employment category

11 Eli Ben Haim

• Fraction of women students and postdocs is above the overall fraction of women in the collaboration. 
It decreases for more advanced career stages 

• Less women engineers and technicians

• Increasing trend for women PhD and postdocs in recent years



The ECGD – monitoring 3. Gender distribution by responsibilities
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• Fraction of women in different categories of responsibility roles is 20-38%



The ECGD – monitoring 4. Gender distribution by responsibilities
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• It is difficult to draw conclusions from these trends 
with small(ish) numbers, but overall the situation 
looks healthy
(representation ≥ proportion)

Current total numbers (*)

Project Leaders: 15
Deputy Project leaders: 16
Physics Working Group (WG) conv. : 14
Physics Sub WG conv. : 35
Physics performance WG conv. : 14
(*) strong evolution over years



The ECGD – monitoring 5. Women representation among LHCb speakers
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• Increase in number of conference talks given by 
women postdocs

• Slow general increase follows the overall gender 
distribution in the collaboration

• LHCb weeks: plenary sessions of first and third 
(of the four) LHCb weeks of each year

Reminder: Female fraction (%) in the collaboration 



The ECGD – monitoring 6. Career stage of LHCb speakers
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• Reduction of  ~50% of the talks in 2020
>30 conferences/workshops (with ~60 assigned talks) cancelled or postponed

• More high-profile talks in 2020 than usual as many workshops were cancelled

• Postdocs are well represented



The ECGD – monitoring 7. Geographical representation – in progress
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• We recently monitored the representation of different geographic regions among roles 
of responsibility in LHCb and found some differences

• We are organising a collaboration-wide discussion to understand and interpret this, and 
examine if there is something that we can do better



The ECGD – Inclusive Teamwork Training
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A pilot Inclusive Teamwork Training organized:
• Initially available to group conveners
• A session in Feb 2021 
• Follow-up session in Oct 2021
• Next one TBA this autumn
• Could organizing this LHC-wide be a good idea?



The ECGD – Coffee With
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Coffee With:
• Active during the pandemics’ peak
• Enjoy a virtual coffee break with a group of super nice LHCb 

colleagues whom you may never have met otherwise
• Tuesdays from 13h30 to 14h, with 20 participants on average, 

whom we split into 5 “rooms” mixing early-career and senior
• Once a month



LHCb Mental health survey
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LHCb-PUB-2021-004

Main points:
• The well-being of our younger colleagues, graduate students 
and especially post-docs, has clearly deteriorated

• 20-30% of the early-career colleagues reported feeling very 
lonely, isolated, more anxious and frustrated/helpless for more 
than half of the days

• More than 50% of graduate students, 45% of post-docs and 
about 20% of permanent staff experienced a big decline in 
their mental health state since the beginning of the crisis

• Worse wellbeing correlates with living abroad

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2752585


Early Career community - Mental health workshop
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• Organized by the Early Career 
community of four big 
experiments in May 2021

• Over 300 registrations
• Planned to be a recurring event 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1040121/


Summary
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• The ECGD office is involved in many tasks in the collaboration: point of contact for related 
issues, organization of planery session at every LHCb week (together with volunteers)

• Early career representatives are building the community and collaborating with 
colleagues from the other big experiments

• The ECGD officers are monitoring diversity and representation trends  - increase of 
women representation observed 

• The study on the effects of the pandemic is a call to action 



Contact us
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Reach us at: lhcb.ecgd@cern.ch

Thank you!

mailto:lhcb.ecgd@cern.ch


Backup: Mental Health survey 1
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Backup: Mental Health survey 2
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Backup: Mental Health survey 3
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Backup: Mental Health survey 4
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Russian-Ukrainian war
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Tetiana Hryn’ova at Advisory Committee for CERN Users meeting
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